BÀI TẬP TIẾNG ANH KHỐI 11 LẦN 5
( Hạn nộp bài : Trước 16h chủ nhật ngày 05/04/2020 )
Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others
1.A. enthusiasm
B. interest
C. capable
D. sympathy
2.A. candle
B. embrace
C. sneaky
D. finish
3.A. celebrate
B. together
C. family
D. special
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other
words.
4.A. orange
B. dangerous
C. village
D. glance
5.A. machine
B. church
C. chair
D. children
Choose the best answer
6.Dinosaurs became .......................millions of years ago.
A. extinct
B. die
C. death
D. disappear
7. The blue whale is a(n) .........................species.
A. dangerous
B. danger
C. endangered
D. extinct
8. Many national parks are ......................danger of being destroyed.
A. on
B. in
C. with
D. to
9. ....................... is a great source of energy but very dangerous.
A. Water power
B. Solar energy C. Wind energy D. Nuclear power
10.Water energy can produce ....................... which is used to operate machines.
A. electronic
B. electricity
C. electric
D. electrical
11. Solar energy is not only plentiful and infinite but also clean and safe.
A. unpolluted
B. abundant
C. limited
D. rich
12.I hope__________to university next year.
A. to go
B. go
C. going
D. went
13.I expected ________to the wedding, but I was not.
A. to invite
B. inviting
C. to be invited
D. being invited
14.Could I have something non-alcoholic, like__________, please?
A. vodka
B. whisky
C. orange juice
D. beer
15.The new students hoped to be included _____ many of the school’s social activities.
A. in
B. at
C. about
D. on
16.When we __________ to see him last night, he ________ to music.
A. come / is listening
B. had come / listened
C. came / was listening
D. were coming / had listened
17.We can’t count on ________ by our parents every time we get into difficulty.
A. to rescue
B. to be rescued C. rescuing
D. being rescued
IDENTIFYING THE ERRORS. Choose the underlined part which needs correcting
18. The film is about the man who wife betrays him.
A
B
C
D
19. I must thank the girl from who I got the present.
A
B
C
D
20. The girl whom was injured in the accident is now in hospital.
A
B
C
D

Read the passage and choose the best answer to each question
MARIA’S HOMECOMING
When the bus ________ (21) in a small square, Maria was reading her magazine and didn’t
realize that she had arrived at her destination. “This is Santa Teresa,” Martin said. “You’ve
arrived home!” I suppose your cousin will be ________ (22) for us. Come on. I’ll carry the
bags.” Maria thought, “All those years when I ________ (23) in New York, I used to dream of
this moment. And now it’s real, I can’t believe it! Here I am, I’m really standing in the square.”
Santa Teresa was Maria’s birthplace, but she left the town at the age of six. She had some
________ (24) of the town, and some photos, but did she belong here still? She didn’t know.
Nobody was waiting in the square. Perhaps her cousin Pablo hadn’t received Maria’s letter.
“What are we going to do now?” asked Martin. “There isn’t ________ (25) a hotel here!”
21.A. reach

B. got

C. stop

D. come

22.A. expecting

B. waiting

C. seeing

D. receiving

23.A. were living B. have lived

C. am living

D. had live

24.A. recall

B. memories

C. thinking

D. remember

25.A. even

B. hardly

C. too

D. very

